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NATURE OF THE PROBLE!'I

Introduction

There has been a great deal of change in the reading

material used in the primary grades within the past few

years. Many questions have been raised about current

methods. In fact, the teaching of beginning reading has

been and continues to be a popular subject for debate among

reading experts and the general public alike.

There has been extens1ve criticism of the vocabulary

of the earlier readers which has resulted in re-evaluat1on

and change in this facet of the readers. Another factor

that has been instrumental in bringing about the change in

vocabulary development has been the introduction of the

study of linguistics into the reading field. A third reason

for research in this area was the increased mobility of the

population which causes some students to be exposed to

several reading series within a single grade level. Hence,

it is necessary to look at the basal reading series to

evaluate the agreement or lack of agreement that may be
1

evident with regard to the vocabulary used.

1
GUy L. Bond and Robert Dykstra, tiThe Cooperative

Research Program in First Grade Read1ng Instruction," Reading
Research Quarterly, II (Summer, 1967), 9.

1
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Statement of the Problem

Because of the great number of new reading series

now on the market, the ~~1ter was prompted to examine four

recent reading series with respect to the similarities and

differences in their vocabulary development. The study

included the approach, or method, used to develop the vocabu-

lary and also the type and. load of vocabulary in each series.

Scope and Limitations

This study is limited to the comparison of the

four reading series which are listed in Table 1. These

series vlere chosen since they were among the most recent

and popular in use at the time.

TABLE 1

PUBLISHERS AND SERIES STUDIED

Publisher

American Book

Ginn

Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich, Inc.

Houghton Mifflin

Series

READ Ser1es

Reading 360

Bookmark Reading Program

Houghton Mifflin Rdg. Frog.

Date

1968

1969

1970

1971

The writer examined only the first grade readers in eaoh

series with regard to the vocabulary development.
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S1enif1cance of the Stud.y

It was hoped that the contents of this paper

't'lould provide useful inforrnation about the varied essentials

of vocabulary in the series examined. It was also intended

that the study would aid teachers who are faced with the

problem of selecting a reading series best suited to the

vocabulary needs and abilities of specific groups of

children. uThe high correlation that 1s nearly always found

between meaningful vocabulary and reading comprehension

1nd1cates that vocabulary development must be one of our most
1

important areas of concern.

Summary

In this chapter the ~~1ter has introduced and stated

the problem, presented the scope and l1mitations, and

discussed the significance of the study. ·In the following

chapter a review of related literature will' be given.

1
Jubert J. Harris, "Key Factors in a Successful

Reading Program," Elementary English, XLVI (January, 1969),
71.



CHAPTER II

RF~VI1~~.j OF RELATED LlfrERt\TURE

Bep:1npinr:; .R.e£1.d.in~ Voca'bularies--In General

"Vocabulary is, in a sense, the most open-ended aspect
1

of language. 11 Beginning reading instruction has had as its

pri~e goal the establishment of a basic sight vocabulary or

an inventory of words which the child perceives in any and

all situations. Certain assumptions underlie this focus on

words, which have been regarded as being real entities with

relatively stable meanings. The linguists tell us that words

exist only in the flow of language. They consider language

to be a code, or a stream of sounds or graphic signs, which

can be used in a symbolic system to convey ideas, thoughts,
2

and desires to others.

Reading teachers must be seriously concerned with the

development of vocabulary--not just with the number of words

pupils recoenize, but more espec1ally, with the degree of

understanding they have for those words with which they are

1
I{enneth S. Goodman, "Children t s Language and

Experience: 1\ Place to Begin, II in Coordination Reading
Instruction, ed. by Helen 11. Robinson (Glenv1ew, Illinois:
Scott, Foresman and Co., 1971), 49.

2
Ibid.---

4
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1

somewhat familiar.

There has been a great awareness within the past

several years of the "limitat1ons 1n background of experience,

in concept development, and in meaningful vocabulary that

handicap thousands of children in their progress in school.,,2

Children are able to comprehend the meaning of a word only

after having had suff1cient experience from which they can

develop an appropriate concept of 1t. Vocabularies grow as

children share experiences which broaden their interest in,

and understanding of, their world. In the school setting the

teacher should structure experiences 1n such a way that students

are stimulated to use language and to express and receive

commun1cation with continuously-increasing satisfaction and skill.

Children begin school with varying degrees of fluency

in their native language. They have an adequate vocabulary

to relate their reactions to common experiences. When

discussing sU'bjects for which they have a firm background and

interest, they bring forth a diverse and prec1se flow of words.

Their vocabulary is more generalized and limited when relating

to less-fam1liar topics. Hence, one of the principal duties

of the clas,sroom teacher 1s that of promoting the growth of

the students' various meaning vocabularies. In general,

author1ties recognize four d1fferent vocabularies: listening,

speaking, reading, and wr1ting.

1
Doris V. Sm1th, "Developmental Language Patterns of

Children," in Linguistics in the Elementary School Classroom,
compiled by Paul S. Anderson (New York: The Maomillan Co.,
1971), 82.

2
Harris, "Key Factors," p. 71.
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The terlil reading vocabulary refers to all the words
that he recognizes and understands in their written form.
In beginning instruction, the 1Alords for a child's
reading vocabulary are selected from words which are at
least in his listenin~ vocabulary--the words whose
pronunciations and meanings are familiar enough to the
child that he understands them when they are used orally
by otrlers. Iilore ideally, though, a beginning reading
vocabulary should be heavily weighted with words in his
sneak1n~ vocabulary--words so familiar to1the child that
he is able to use them in his o~nn speech.

The listening vocabulary develops first, followed

by the growth of a speaking vocabulary. Ordinarily,

reading and writing vocabularies do not beg1n their rapid

development until formal schooling begins.

At the start, a child's reading vocabulary 1s very small
compared to the many words comprising his speaking
vocabulary. The relative size of the child's beg1nn1ng
vocabulary shrinks even more when compared to his
extensive listening vocabulary.2

The teacher of initial reading relies upon the student's

spoken vocabulary to help him make the 'transition from the

spoken word to the printed word.

The foregoing discussion about different kinds of
vocabularies suggests that the ability to read 1s
related to abilities in listening and speaking.
Especially in the beginning stages, reading can clearly
be seen as an extension of the ear11er language skills.
It 1s a response to the written form of words that tne
child has heard in the speech of others or that he
himself has spoken. In all subsequent stages, too the
different dimensions of language are interrelated.3

1
Dolores Durkin, Teaching Them to Read (Boston:

Allyn and Bacon, 1970), p. ,.
2
Ibid.

·3-
~. J pp. 5-6.
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Be~il1nin~ Read1nq Vocabularies--In Basal Renders

u'rhe Basal reading series has been the backbone of

i the elementary reading program in the United states for many

years. ,,1 These readers are usually used for the basic

instructional program and supplemented by a variety of other

reading materials. They are structured around a grade-level

approach, with careful development of a sequential program

and balanced skills. McCullough notes that,

The notion of balance as represented in basal readers
is a quite varied one•••• Some teach more phonics rules
than are useful. Some are strongly phonetic in the
initial stages, often using only regularly sounded words
at first. Others are concerned w1th using the children's
o~~ language and a sentence approach. In some, the
emphasis upon sound systems makes any attemnt at
comprehension seem artificial and stra1ned. 2

In teaching ch1ldren to read, the basal reader

supporters, many eclectic promqters, and numerous teachers

have contended that it is 1mportant to develop a bas1c sight

vocabulary. This "sight vocabulary, it has been Widely

assumed, should include frequently used words--those already

in most children's oral/aural vocabulary.") They are learned

as wholes so that the child can recognize and pronounce them

at a glance. He does not have to analyze them.

1
B011d and Dykstra, "The Cooperative Research Program,"

p. 11.
2
Constance lYl. I1cCullough, "Linguistics , Psychology,

and the Teac11ing of Reading," Elementary. English, XLIV
(Apr1l, 1967), 361.

3
Dale D. Johnson, "The Doloh List Reexamined," ~

Reading Teacher, XXIV (February, 1971), 449.



This makes it extremely laborious for a child to make any

8

Until l"'ecently the Dolch Basic ~~irsht ~'lord List,

published in 1941, has been one of the nost influential sight

vTord lists used as a basis for vocabulary choice. Johnson

believes that Uthe Dolch List, as a corpus, has outlived its

usefulness and that a more adequate substitute is available."l

Be further comrnents ,

i~ckno1'Tledging the extent of young children f s oral/aural
vocabulary, is it not more important for primary reading
rn.ater1als to reflect ~'lhat exists 1n present-day American
English, than for sight word l1~ts to reflect what occurs
in beginning reading materials?

The important point 1s to get meaning, sight, and sound

together so that the child 1s launched on the road to reading.

The sight word response becomes automat1c--a direct stimulus-

reSpOl1.Se. UBeginn1ng phonics should deal wi th meaningful

words while sight words should have a personal significance
J

for the c1111d. tJ

Sabaroff observes that the words generally used

in a sight approach are frequently the most h1ghly irregular.

4
discoveries about the relation of sound to letter in the word.

1
Johnson, "Dolch List," p. 449.

2
~., p. 457.

:3
~'J'al ter 'r. Petty, Issues and Problems in the Elementar

Langua~e Arts; A Book of Readings Boston: Allyn and Bacon,
19b8), p. 150.

4
-Rose E. Sabaroff, "Improving Achievement in Beginning

Reading: 1\ Linguistic Approach, fI The 11.ead1ng Teacher, XXIII
(March, 1970), 524.
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Hence, beginning reading materials must be written according

to the principles of learning and child development. Each

child's maturity, experience, and rate of learning dictate

the pace at l\l'hich he can move through the primary stages of

vocabulary development. There are numerous other factors,

too, that determine the relative ease or difficulty with

1"1hich a 1"lord 1s mastered in acquiring a sight vocabulary.

Different words require a varied amount of repetitions. As

~~'eintraub quotes Gates, "interest, motivat1on, length and shape

of the word, its meaning and funct10n that it serves in a
1

sentence tt nlust all be taken into consideration.

Thereby, as a means of simplifying initial reading

material, vocabulary control is most frequently used. It 1s

one of a number of refinements of basal reading mater1als.

Vocabulary control is the process of limiting the number
of new words presented in each succeeding reading
selection so that the child can develop instantaneous
word perception through a planned seque~tial pattern of
introducing and maintaining vocabulary.

Though there is much discussion concerning the need

for and the extent of vocabulary control, nevertheless,

most authorities agree that it is essential, at least, 1n

the initial stages of reading. Some forms of govern1ng word

1
Samuel \-ie1ntraub, 'tTllhat Research Says about Learning

to Read, tt in Coordinatipp; Reading Instruction, ed. by
helen H. Robinson (Glenview, Illinois: scott, Foresman and Co.,
1971), 194.

'2
Clifford L. Bush and Mildred H. Huebner, strategies

for Readin0 in the Elementary School (New York: Macmillan
Co., 1970), 58.
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choice 1s necessary in order to promote the development of

word-meaning 8nd word recognition skills which lead to fluent

~n~ comprehensive reading. However, some educators question

the literary merit and content of many basal readers. They

contend that the primary grade stories are dull and unreal

because the vocabulary contained in a typical primary basic
1

reader is too rigidly controlled. Consequently, recent

efforts have been made to improve the selection and control

of words, especially in the primary basal readers. This has

been done, mainly,

by selec tlng 'ne't11' l~lords more oarefully, by introducing
them at rt10re un1forlll intervals, and rev1e't--.r1ng them more
frequently and systematically, by providing more careful
analysis of

2
their visual and auditory features, and in

other "ftlays •

The words presented are ordinarily word lists, supplemented

by the special vocabUlary needed in each story. Thus, the

quality of- stories conform to the general reading achievement

and 1nte~est of the reader. As the student matures in

reading 8..bil1 ty, the necess1 ty for strict vocabulary control

decreases.

11'116 8.0 tl181 judgment concern1ng tl1e tzrpe and amoun t

of control for young readers rests with the teacher. The

1
rI1cl~olas Criscuolo, ClExploring the Value of Basal

Readers, n PG[~..1)ocl~T JOll:~J.1al of L~ducation, XLII (September, 1964),
98.

2
. i~rthur I. Gates, nVoc8.bulA.r;{ Control in Basal Reading

J/later1al, H 11'1 Reading Instruction: Dime~ns:l.Ol1P ::11.1(1. Issues,
ed. by T11111iam K. Durr (Boston: l-Ioughton lil1ff11n Co.,
1967), 239.
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strengths and weaknesses of each child differ; thereby
causing a nee~ for more diverse materials in respect to

1vocabulary repetition and d1fficulty.

l1esearch sho~vs tha t in basal series there are
certain l'lords that are COmD10n to all, plus particular words

unique to each program alone. Among the words presented in
the early readers are usually the high service words of the
English Language like 'the', 'was', and 'sald'. They have
the name service ~10rds because due to "their frequency in
written material they are highly serviceable.,,2 The selection
of these words is based on their frequency in our spoken
language. Hence, many of these service words are presented
right at the beginning, in spite of the fact that they are not
interesting and are irre8ular in spelling; thus, making them
difficult for students to learn. 3

Critics of basal programs dispute the use of frequency
in the language as a standard for choosing primary vooabular1es.
Authors of linguistic readers, and others, suggest using
spelling patterns as a basis for word choioe. "The argument
of l1nguist 1s that a seleotion of words based on s1m11ar1ty
in spelling patterns encourages children to arrive at an
awareness of 'the difference any letter makes in a word,.,,4

1
Weintraub, "Learning to Read," p. 195.

2
. Durk1n, Teaching Them to Read, p. 118.
3
Ibid.

4---
Ibid., pp. 135-36.---
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staiger says,

Indications are that the initial reading vocabulary should
be selected with a ~reater balance between phonetically
refjUlar 1'Tords and high utility words. It is likely that
introducinG 1~ords solely on the basis of frequency of use
presents an unusually complex decod1ng task for the
begiill1ing reader. On the other hand, it appears that
presenting only phonetically regular words makes it very
difficult to write meaningful mater1al. 1

Be,Q~1mling ReadiL1g Voca.bular1es--\I1 th L1nf{Uistlc Basis

It 1s evlden t tha t 'basal readers are changing 1n

'format, content, and emphasis as they absorb the ideas

suggested by advocates of linguistics. The typical basal

reading series belongs to, what Chall refers to as, the

"meaning-emphasis" category l'Jhich emphasizes from the very

begim1ing the necessity of reading for meaning. Many current

programs, hO~lever, are characterized by the "code-emphasis"

program, which 1s an early concentrated stress on learning

the alphabetic code which typ1fies printed Eng11sh. This 1s

especially true of a number of recently-published "linguist1o"
2

programs.

With the entrance of linguists into the field of

reading instruction, there has been and continues to be,

much discussion and controversy ooncerning lingu1stics and

1
Ralph c. Staiger, uBasal Reader Programs: HO"tAJ' Do

'rhey Stand Today?" in Current Issues in Reading;, ed. by
Nile Banton Smith (Ne11ark, Delaware: International Reading
Association, 1969), 292.

2
Jeanne S. Chall, Learning to Rea.d: The Grea t Debete

(st. Louis: !\lcGraw--H111 Book Co., 1967) ,. p. 1.37.
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its contribution to reading. Durkin is of the opinion

that

today, in the case of instructional materials, the term
li11suistic refers only -1;0 those 1':hich reflect the recom
me11da.ti011S of linsu1sts. Not all their l"ecornmendations
have been the same; in fact, in certain instances they
are contradictory. I-To~'~ever some linguists '''Tho have made
proposals about teaching reading have also been active
in the production of instructional materials, so their
readers have come to be called 'linguistic'. Although
these linguistic readers vary in some of their

1
details

they do share certain general characteristics.

Though the term 'linguistic approach or method' is

popular in use, numerous authorities doubt that there can be

a 11n&~istic approach, as such. Wardhaugh believes there

ra1ght be a "linp;Uist1c persnective, some kind of basic

kno~lledge 't'J'hich can be applied to reading instruction. n He

contends that reading teachers need a deeper awareness of

contemporary linguistic ideas to become more familiar with
2

the linguistic content of reading.

It is an axiom of linguistics that language 1s first

spoken, then written. Our ~ITitten language 1s produced by

means of encoding speech sounds into graphic symbols. The

linguistic scientist defines reading as a decoding nrocess-

"putting the sounds which the printed symbols represent back
3

into spoken form. It 'rhe shapes represent speech; mean1ng is

1
Durkin, Teach1n~ Them to Read, p. 135.

2
IlonaldvJardhaugh, "Is the Linguistic l\pproach an

Improvement in Reading Instruction?" in Current Issues in
Reading, ed. by ~J11a Banton Smi th (rIe~lark, Delal'lare:
International Reading Association, 1969), 265.

:3
Robert C. Aw{erman, Anproaches to Beginning Reading

(New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1971), p. 147.



not found in the marks but in the speech which the marks

represent. Thus, a child can read, according to the 11n&~1st,

when he 1s able to recognize symbol-sound correspondence to the

point that he can respond to the marks with appropriate speech.

'l'111s involves more than just reproducing the ind1vidual letter

sounds in sequence and grouping them into the correct spoken

sound which they collectively represent. Noreover, it requires

inflection, intonation, end accent which are implied th~ough

pitch, stress and juncture. These are taught and understood

through the use of punctuation marks, boldface type, s1ze,
1

and words all in capital letters.

Until recently, read1ng teachers have traditionally

taught only phonics, whereby the speech sounds were taught as

representing letters and groups of letters. Hildreth says,

We need now to extend the study of 'phonics' to include
the speech melodies of phrases and sentences, which in
print are in pa.rt signaled by punctuBltion rJarks. That
is, l-Ie need to teach larger segments of sound than we
have traditionally taught. We need, further, to teach
these larger segments of sound in association with
meaning. Comprehending the meanings of phrases or
sentences 1s the central problem for the reader. The
abil1 ty to comprellend such meanings is developed by the
child's experience primarily and mainly with the oral
language. The more extensive the child's exper1enQe in
the language of speech, therefore, the better eqU1~ped

he 1s likely to be in getting an author's meaning.

In the linguistics-in-reading programs most words

presented, in the beg1nning readers are phonem1cally regular

1
'.l\ukerman, Beginnln~ ReadinFJ, p. 147.

2
Gertrude H11_d.reth, "Linguistic Factors in Enrly

Reading Instruction," in "[,inguistics in the Element~r'r School
Classroom, compilc:rl b~r Pa.ul s • .L\nderson (New Yorlt:' · The
hacm111an Co., 1971), p. 149.
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and fit a pattern. The pupil is guided from ident1fying a
specific phoneme-grapheme relationship in a series of similar
words to identifying other specific relationships which fall
into the same overall pattern. These relationships form
patterns to aid the student in using his analytic skills
from known to unknown elements. and then synthesizing the
results of his analysis to master new words.

J~ ne1-1 pattern opens a whole new array of "t\Tords thatdraw on all previously learned information. S1nce thenumber of new words a child can decode expands rapidlY'la larger repertoire of words becomes available qu1ckly.
The patterns are presented in such a way that the

child must discover the structure in words. Linguistic
materials make use of minimal pairs such as, can-fan, can-man,
and man-fan, to help children see the difference that any
letter makes in a word. The student 1s also led to discover
the characteristic sounds of consonants and vowels as they'

2
appear in certain posit1ons. In many cases, the pupil is
encouraged to use sound-symbol relationships as the basic
word recognition technique by w1thholding from him such clues
as pictures and word length.

From the foregoing discussion, one can observe that
vocabulary development with a linguistic basis offers many
advantages. It helps students break the code and to discover
how spoken language is set down 1n writing. It aids them in

1<
Sabaroff, "Improving Ach1evement,tI p. 527.

2
Ibid.-
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Getting at the system that 1s operating and enables them to
find out 110Vl It.lords are structured. 'rhus, they become awe~re

that the arrangement of letters in a word controls the way
1

these letters function.

Chell concludes in her recent book that the
code-emphasis reading programs tend to produce better overall
reading achievement, at least in the initial stages of

2instruction, than do meaning-emphasis programs. Weintraub
say s tl'la t ,

Research evidence does not point to a single bestapproach to teaching vocabulary, but rather indicatest11at a ve..rlety of __'t;echniques are useful. Each techniqueappears to have dr~~backs. If one were used alone,vocabulary gro~lth would be subject to the weaknessesand limitations of that particular method. Because of1 ts inlportance for comprehension, directed vocabularyinstruction u ti11zing nUluerous useful techniquesappears to be the most promising approach.)

A final important factor in vocabulary development
1s the stimulation of an interest in words and their meanings.
One means of doing this is to provide real experiences in
't'Jhich ne't'l "t~J'ords and their meanings are absorbed easily and
quickly. 1he experience which a child gets in understanding
languc:\ge frolll spealting a.nd listening is extended by his

experience in reading. 'rhe young reader constantly learns
more about both vocabulary and sentence sense as he continues

1
Sabaroff, "Improving Achievement," p. 525.

2
Chall, The Great D~bate, p. 137.

:3
E~anluel Vle1ntraub, "The Developme11t of I'lean1ngVocabulary in Reading, It The Read.ins .:reacher, XXII (November,1968), 175.
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l'to read and comprehend increasingly difficult material.

~:Ullunary

r.rhroughou t t11is chapter, the ~'lr1 ter has revie1'Ted and
discussed the related literature concerning vocabulary
development. The general concept of vocabulary development
~Jas considered first, with further emphasis given to word
service programs in basal readers and the development of
vocabulary ~lith a linguistic basis. In the subsequent chapter
trle 1~r1ter 't~;ill explain the procedure used in examining the
vocabulary development 1nselected first grade readers.

1
Hildreth, "Linguistic Faotors," p. 149.



CHAP/rER III

PROC'~DURE OF VOCl~BULARY STUDY

Purpose of the Study

Research shows that reading 1s a oentral concern of
educators, and that the effective teaching of reading ranks
high on any list of priorities. 1 There is an increasing
awareness of the differing needs of children today. They
come to first steps in reading with widely different language
experiences, and With varying backgrounds and interests.
ThUS, the search for reading materials and teaching-learning
approaches which actually work 1s a continuing process; and
new materials frequently appear which are significantly d1ffer-
ent from traditional programs.

The common practice in most American elementary
schools today is the selection of a basal reading series
for use in the teaching of reading. Hence, the writer was
motivated to examine the first grade readers of four up-dated
and widely used basal series to determine the resemblances
and variances in the development of the essentials of
vocs'bulary. Partioular emphasis was g1ven to the study of
the approach used in developing the vocabulary, and the type
and amount of vocabulary presented in eaoh series. It was

1
Bond and Dykstra, "Cooperative Research Program," p. 9.
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the vTr1ter's aspiration to furnish needed information
concerning vocabulary development to assist teachers in
choosing a suitable reading series to meet the differing
vocabulary needs of students in beginning reading.

Construction of Guidelines for Exam1natign

There are certain essential facets of vocabulary
found in all the various programs, though they may differ in
development and procedure. Thus, to help in the examination
of the readers, the ~~1ter constructed a list of general
guidelines to follow in comparing the texts in each series.
The guidelines were formulated after the writer reviewed the
literature on vocabulary development and pursued the
Word Service Programs in the varying series. The points
considered in the guidelines were chosen beoause of the
importance placed on these significant areas of vocabulary
development by leading persons in the field of ourrent

1reading 1nstruct1on.

Examination of Readers

Tne overall examination proceeded as follows: the
writer chose four basal series which were the most recently·
revised and more commonly adopted; namely, The American
Book's READ Series, Ginn's Reading ;60, Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich's Bookmark Reading Program, and HOUghton Mifflin's
Reading Program.

1
Appendix, p. 39.
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The preprimers, primer and first reader of each serie8 were
selected for comparison Nlth regard to their respective approach
to vocabulary.

Particular emphasis 1~as given to the examination and
comparison of three facets of vocabulary: t~e approach,
type, and amount. The method of decoding and use of language
patterns were reviewed with respect to the approach used in
each series to develop the vocabulary. The type of vocabulary
was studied to determine how each program classified the vocabu
lary and the basis used in its word selection; namely, their
frequency in language, and/or regularity in phoneme-grapheme
relationships. Consideration was given to the amount of
vocabulary introduced; especially, to the progressive increase
of words from one level to the next, and sufficient repetition
to insure learning. In conducting the examination on these
three points, the writer followed the constructed guidelines
as a pattern.

Sunmary

In this chapter the writer has restated the purpose
of her stUdy, and reported the procedure followed in examining
and comparing the designated areas of vocabulary in the
selected basal series. A guideline was also constructed for
use in the examination of the readers. In the forthcoming chapter
the writer will report the f1nd1ngs of the study.



FII\JDINGS' CONCERNING VOC1\BUL}\RY DEVELOPI'1EN'tr

1\pproac11.2 or 1,.etl'1od.,. Uped to Develop VocB..bularz

n'r11e most vi tal and significant aspect of learning
to read is the recogni tion of l'iOrds. ,,1 Sufficient sequential
and varied instruction is necessary in the use of context and
word-structure clues, and sound-symbol knowledge; all of
vlhlch may be used as tools to unlock words. This is accom-
pl1shed in various degrees and procedures in differing basal
programs. Having examined the vocabulary development in
the four selected basal programs of this study, the writer
relates in the present chapter the findings in each series,
considering the points on the constructed guidelines.

The vocabulary in The American Book Company's~ .
Series is based on the conventionally-used oral language of
children.

Its introduction has been planned to allow children tomeet gTOUps of words \'Th1ch follol~ a particular consistentpattern of orthography and phonology from which they canabstract similar phonic and structural elements. 2

1
Donald C. CUshenbery, Reading Improvement in theElementary School (West Nyack, New York: Parker PublishingCo., Inc., 1969), p. 59.

"2
lilarjorie Seddon Johnson, and others, The REJ\D Readip.6Series' Teacher's Edition (Cincinnati: American Book Company,

196~, p. v.
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jll1e approach to the development of word recognition

involves abilities and skills of both analysis and synthesis.

The student acquires, at the beginning, a basic recognition

vocabulary by encountering concurrently various words which

fall into a set pattern.

As new instances of the pattern occur, they are presented
in boxe s ~'Vi th Hkno1~mt1 ~'lords from tha t pat tern so tha t the
child can be aided in using his analytic skills and then
synthesizing the results of his analysis to master the
flne~~l ft word. 1

The ability to generalize is the important skill acquired

and used.

The words are introduced in a verbal or psychological

setting along with the aid of pictures, thereby giving the

student skill in using context clues and bringing meaning to

the word. lie is given the opportunity to meet the new

vocabulary in a meaningful setting, us1ng his experiences and

oral language "background, before reading the words in a story.

The READ Series word-recognition 1s based on the

modern linguistic principles when cons1dering linguistics

from its authors' point of view on linguistics, as 'total

language development'--plac1ng importance on a wide spectrum

of language learnings. The philosophy of the series

begins l~i th the concept that visual langu8~ge sym"bols serve
to record the oral language which one uses to express his
ideas, his feelings, his needs, etc. These visual symbols
are not conceived as indiVidual entities,' but as part of
an overall linguistic pattern. They convey meaning only
as they are interpreted as the visual oounterparts of what
might have been sa1d.2

1
Johnson, READ Teacher's Edition, p. v.

2
Ibid., p. iv.-
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lrhere is a very def1n1 te al\lareness of the association betl'leen

the oral language and lITri tten symbols.

The sentence pattern is the natural flow of the child's

language. The use of contractions, idiomatic expressions, and

elliptical sentences (in which a few words carry a complete
1

thought) enhance this natural style.

In Ginn's Reading 360 Program the emphasis on decoding

1s of major importance, and one of 1ts strong points. In this

series decoding is defined as "the process of unlocking,

analyzing, or solv1ng a written word on the bas1s of known

phonemic and structural clues.,,2 The stress is placed on

sound, on association of sound with letter, and on the use of

sound-letter knowledge in the analysis of new words; as well

as the technique of meaning and context clues. The language

elements deal not olily with the syllable and word, but also

with the phrase, sentence, and paragraph.

Linguistic principles are ut1lized in this program,'

mainly, in the sound-symbol decoding.

In Reading 360, the children first observe their own
speech sounds and those of others and then learn that
these speech sounds may be represented by letters com
bined to represent words. In short, the approach of
Reading 36o's decoding program is a change from the 3
letter-to-sound approach to a sound-to-letter approach.

1
Johnson, READ Teacher's Edition, pp. iii-V.

2
Theodore Clymer, and others, Reading 360 Teacher's

Edition (Boston: Ginn and Co., 1969), p. 14.
:3
Readin Word Anal sis Pro ram (Boston: Ginn

and Co., 1971 , p. Advertising material from Ginn)
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This is a sOille~·lha.t different aspect of the linguistic

principles stressed in the R&\D Series which were based more

on the langua[5e-e~=perience relationsl1ip.

As a result of the strong emphasis placed on decoding,

the interesting and vital content is'not impeded, and natural

sentence patterns and spontaneous expressions are evident in

the very earliest reader. To a great degree, the types of

stories and story content reinforce the important decoding

skills, and tend to control the introduction of the sQund-

symbol relationships especially at the earlier levels.

In Harcourt Brace Jovanovich's Bookmark Reading r~ogram

the vocabulary and word recoga1t1on skills are developed in

their 1'lord Service Program. Its emphasis on decoding is from

the standpoint of meaning. The students are encouraged to

use their sound-symbol knowledge with context clues to attack

new l'lords.

Because children encounter l-Torcls in Inean1ngful context,
they are able to decode many words which are only partially
consistent with the one-to-one phoneme-grapheme corre
spondence. They use context and initial consonant
knowledge to decode words that contain vowel letters that
renresent other than the so-called short vowel sounds.
Gradually, too, they learn that a few consonant letters
represent more than a single consone~1t sound. Consequently,
they develop from the beginning an expectation that certain
letters can represent more than a single sound. They learn
to use context as a guide to identify, for example, the
different phonemes represented by '~f in '~t and '~'.

This development of context as an aid to decoding permits
even the first books in this series to use natural, read
able F.nglish that makes reading worth"t'lh11e. 1

1
Margaret Early, and others, The Bookmark Reading

Program's Teacher's Edition (Chicago: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich,
Inc., 1970), p. 2.
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Since the Word Service lessons precede the reading of

the story, each ne~f word is introduced, traced and re-used
in reading exerc1ses before children encounter the word in
the story.

The Bookmark Program incorporates linguistic knOl'11edge
in the sense that it moves from speech to print and it develops
clues to ~eaning that are carried by word forms, word order,
and syntactic structures. But the belief that "reading is a
process of apprehending meaning, not merely one of associating

1
sounds with symbols" 1's apparent throughout the readers.

The speech and sentence patterns progressively move
from simple to more and more complex sentences throughout the
first year program.

They are typical of narrative prose. That 1s, they cOl~ormto the "story-book style" with which children are familiarthrough listening to stories read to them. And, in fact,the sentence patterns are not unlike those used by childrenthemselves when they are relating events. However, therehas been no attempt to make these stories seem to betttalk wri tten dOl-m...2

Here, the Bookmark Program d1ffers in its natural language
patterns from the other three selected series. One reason
for this is that the program's restricted vocabulary does not
easily lend itself to natural speech patterns.

The Houghton Mifflin Reading Program develops an
early independenoe in decoding which utilizes meaning clues,
letter-sound associations and grammatical structures. As in

1
Early, Bookmarkts Teacher's Edition, p. v11.2
Ibid.• , p. 7.
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the Bookmark Pro~ram, meaning is also an important part of the

decoding strategy taught in the Houghton Mifflin Program.

Pupils are taught to use context clues in decoding

prior to their use in the first prepr1mer. "This printed

context always consists of words that have been used so
1

frequently that pupils recall them instantly." Direct

instruction is given first in the letter-sound relationship

for the consone~ts, and then for the vowels later on in

progressive stages. The 'letter-sound' association presented

1n this program is in contrast'to the 'sound-letter' relation

ship in the three other series examined.

The linguistic pr1nciples incorporated in this "reading

series rest primarily with oontext; that ls, that the printed

language the students meet 1s a correct graphic representation

of their O~qn oral language.

The strong contextual structure of the Houghton Mifflin
Readers, together with the linguistic and phonological
knowledge established at early levels, make word
introduction pr10r to the reading unnecessary from the
first prepr1mer on. 2

In the other programs of this study the words are introduced

before the reading of the stories.

The stories are composed of the children's natural

language, which convey action and conflict in familiar language

patterns. J

1
. An Overview of The Hou~hton Mifflin Read1ns Program,

p. 4. (Advertising brochure from company; no author given)
2
~., p. S.

3
William K. Durr, and others, The Houghton Mifflin Readers'

Teacher's Edition (Boston: HOUghton Mifflin Co., 1971), pp. 17-24.
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.IY~of Voc!Jbular;y Used

The development of '-lord recogn1 t10n was formerly
based on so-called high-frequency words that children
used in their conversation. Nearly all the basal read
ing series pUblished prior "t;o the last two or three years,
introduced words in rather inane situations, assuming
that the constant repetition of the words within a
preselected number of lines or pages would assure recog
nition by the ch11d. 1

Since this type of vocabulary caused much confusion for a

number of students, many current basal programs have revised

their select10n of words and classified them according to the

manner of word-attack skills needed for their recognition.

The RF~D Series has no specified classifications, as

such. The vocabulary in this program is based almost entirely

on phoneme-grapheme consistencies in the language, whereby

the spelling regularity of words form patterns. The ,'word

patterns' allow the student to disoover useful generalizations

about the language. "These generalizations are then constantly

reinforced by continuous repetition as new situations are

encountered and nel'l generalizations are formulated. ,,2 The

student is able to deoode words, whioh he has not previously

encountered, but which contain parts which are familiar to him.

The "function words" wh1ch are irregular in spelling

but most frequently used in speaking are introduced in~
Jgradually and are presented in me~1ngful oontext.

1
. What's New in Reading: A Handbook for Parents

(Cincinnati: American Book Co., 1968), p. 7. (Booklet from
the company; no author given)

2
Ibid., p. 8.

:3
Johnson, READ Teaoher's Edition, pp. iv-v.
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~ding 360 has categorized each "lord according to the

way it is first introduced at the particular level at which
it occurs. The classification is: basio, decodable, an~

enrichment.

A word is called basic if it is a word of high ut111tyand if the child has not yet been taught the skills todecode the word independently.
Decodable words contain sound-symbol correspondencesand conform to spelling patterns which have been taughtand luainta1ned at a particular point in the program.
Enric~~ent words are helpful and sometimes necessaryto a particular selection, but of low utility for therest of the program. No attempt 1s1made to repeat or toinsure mastery of enriohment words.

In the back of each teacher's manual 1s a list of
additional decodable words which are not presented in the
readers, but which the student is oapable of decoding
independently by us1ng the skills he has acquired up to that
level. These words appear in the exercise pages of the text
books as well as in the addit10nal activities.

As can be realized from the definition of the three
types of words, the decoding program of Reading 360 utilizes
both the basic vocabulary in the language, based on frequency
of use; and also words with regular phoneme-grapheme relation
ships. In the beginn1ng most words are bas1c, but as additional
word-attack skills are acquired, more new words can be olassed

2as decodable.

In the Bookmark Reading Program,

almost all the words introduoed in the Primary Readersare high-service words; they are words that children will
1

Clymer, Reading 360 Teaoher's Edition, p. 24.
2
Ibid.
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encounter very frequently in all their read1ng. A few
words are special, (e.g., grasshopper) and have part1cular
meanings, colorful associations, and often interesting
configurat1ons. 1

The high-service words are of two classifications: those which

are phonetically regular in spelling and those wh1ch are

irregularly spelled. At the preprimer level a high percentage

of the regularly spelled words are presented us1ng sound

symbol knowledge and context clues., Only a few words with

spel11ng inconsistenc1es are 1ntroduced in the early levels,

though their numbers increase progress1v~ly.

Inherent in the Houghton Mifflin Program 1s the

philosophy that

,a basal recognit1on vocabulary of extremely high-frequency
words becomes of pr1me importance in developing independent
power in reading. And this high-frequency vocabulary ,
should ideally be that which pupils will find in reading
matter 1ntended for their early use. 2

Hence, a few high-frequency words have been introduced at the

readiness level. Beginning with the preprlmer level, the

high-frequency words have been used "as basal words, with

sufficient repetition vocabularies_") The vocabulary referred

to as 'non-basal' words are those that are of relat1vely low

frequency, but vital to the content of certain stor1es.

There is no provision to make these non-basal words a part of

1
Early, Bookmark's Teacher's Edition, p. 8.

2
Durr, Houghton Mifflin Teacher's Edition, p. 20.

'3
~., p. 21.
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the student's recognition vocabulary. In this program t~e

greater emphasis is placed on vocabulary of high-frequency,

with little stress on phoneme-grapheme associations.

Number of Words Introduced

Today's basal readers present a varied number of

different words in their initial readers. The new vocabulary I

should be carefully controlled and presented according to

the number of words which can be l,earned at a time by the

average first grade child and the amount of repetition

needed. The following tables show the progressive increase

of ~ words wh1ch are introduced from one level to the next

in each of the four selected series. The number enclosed

within the parentheses ( ) in the last column of every

table ind1cates the cumulat1ve number of words used in the

series up to the part10ular level.
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TABLl~~ 2

ANALYSIS OF VOCABULARY LOAD FOR Trill READ SERI~§

t........ .. ... _ .....~...............~..,. ... _

'.. -. ........_.................~.................~ ............

\...U
~

(29)

(69)

(126)

(307)

(622)

,.--_--....-_.~---

Curilula t1ve No.
of \'Jords

29

40

),15
b22

57
181

tal l'Jel\'
,~ords

--_...".--..--'-- ..........~_. ................" .....

Level Title of Reader Ne~l Pattern lJe'tAl :b~unctlon To
Words \4ords

- ......-
Pre-P 1 And So You Go 22 7

Pre-P 2 Be On the Go 37 3

Pre-P :3 Can You? 53 4

Primer Days end vIays 174 7

1st Reader Each and All lQi 10
TOTAL \'/ORDS 591 j1

-------- ........-- -
The vocabulary load in~ 1s high because the words are based on similarity in

spelling patterns, allowing students to make generalizations. The understanding of

these patterns makes it possible to meet words sooner than has been possible in some

other methods. There 1s continuous review and repetition of every pattern.
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TABLE 3

ANALYSIS OF VOCABULARY LOAD FOR READING 360

Level Title of Reader Ne\'l Basic l~ew Decod- Nev'; Enrlch- 110tal NevI Cumu18. tlve

l.~ords able \'iords ment \'lords ~'lords lio. of Vior

Level 2 IvIy Sound and ~'1ord Book 29 - - 29 (29)

Level :3 A Duck Is i\ Duck 29 - - 29 (58)

Level 4 Helicopters & Gingerbread 38 :3 - 41 (99)

Level 5 I!Iay I Come In? 115 4.5 66 226 (325)

Level 6 Seven Is lvlaglc W 71. l~ ~
(6;0)

TOTAL ~10RDS 35 125

The '(-lord "Level" has been used in this table since Reading 360 does not use the

terms preprimer, primer, and first reader. This series has the highest vocabulary load

of four series. The gradual presentation of each decoding skill provides the necessary

repetition for word mastery.

\..a.>
N

\~



TABLE 4
ANl~LYSIS OF VOCABULARY LOAD FOB. BOOKI1ARI( READII'3"G PROGRAI{I

Level Title of Reader Phonetically Irregula,rly Tote.l Nevi CumulativeSpelled lflords Spelled \llords \~ords 1,10. of \llords

Pre-P 1 Sun Up 22 9 31 (31)
Pre-P 2 i\ Happy l10rnlng 25 10 35 (66)
Pre-P :3 A I~Iag1 c 1110rnlng 29 J 32 (98)
Pr1mer Sun and Shado\'1 59 67 126 (224)
1st Reader Together vIe Go 69 92 161 (385)To·rlu., \'10RDS 204 ltll JUS

The number of words in this series is very low in comparison ~r1th the other programs
in this study. The l10rds with irregular spellings receive more repetition than those
phonetically spelled. The repetitions are presented in meaningful content. "Consequently,
repetition of ~lords in this program 1s selective. Words of different kinds are repeated
with greater or lesser frequency according to the1i usefulness. "1

- ---1--

Early, Bpokmark's Teacher's Ed1tiPE, p. 8.

~
\..A.)
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TABLE 5
AN.t\LYSIS OF VOCllBULARY LOl\.D FOR HOUGHTO~.r ItIIFFLII~ Rl~\DII\JG

Level Title of Reader Basal Ne't'l Non-Basal Total ~Te1Al CumulativeWords Ne~7 Words \~ords No. of ~'Jords

.
Readiness Get Ready to start 15 - 15 (15)
Pre-P 1 Tigers 17 7 24 (39)
Pre-P 2 Lions 33 20 5.3 (92)
Pre-P :3 Dinosaurs 31 20 51 (143)
Primer Ra1nbol'IS 81 119 200 (343)
1st Reader Signposts 26 147 m (516)TOlrA.L vl0RDS 203 313

The vocabulary load in this program differs from the others in the fact that it
already introduces 15 high-frequency words in the readiness level, previous to the first
preprlmer. The units in each level provide a gradual presentation of new words so that
very few sentences ever contain more than a single new word, especially .at the preprlmer
level. The basal words are given enough repetition to insure instant recognition. Less,
but sufficient, repetition is provided for the non-basal words.

\..V
.(:::"

'A
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Examination of the four tables indicates that not all

of the basal programs introduce new words at the same rate,
nor do they all have the same vocabulary load. The greatest
increase in the introduction of new words occurs at the primer
level in each of the series. However, Bush and Huebner
suggest that "the number of different words in a basal reader
is not nearly as important as the number of phoneme-phonogram
relationships, the internal structure of the words." 1 It is
also Dechant's belief that this greater emphasis on word
structure "would lead to more meaningful learning, to better
transfer of learning from one situation to another, and to less

2interference with learning."

Summary

In this chapter, the writer has reported the findings
which were obtained from the examination of the readers.
The vocabulary development program of each of the seleoted
series was presented, and compar1sons were made. The ma1n
similarities and differences in each program were discussed
with regard to the emphasis on decoding, basis of word
selection and the amount of words presented. A summary and
conclusion will be given 1n the folloWing chapter.

1
Bush and Huebner, strategies for Reading, p. 59.2
Emerald V. Deohant, Improving the Teaching of Reading(Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1964),p. 204.



CHAPTER V

SU~lI1ARY OF THE STUDY

Implications

Having studied three different. aspects of vocabulary
development in each of the four selected basal series,
several observations were made. There is 1n each one a
greater emphasis on decoding than in previous basal programs.
The decoding process allows for a wider variation in methods
of teaching word-identification skills; and this var1ation is
found, both, Within the series itself, and also among the
different series. Yet, whatever the approach, the purpose
behind each is lito help the pupil to pronounce an unknown
word 1'1hich is a part of his listening or speaking vocabulary... l

The recent incorporat1on of modern linguistic principles
and use of natural language patterns, though differing in
certain degrees from series to series, aids the beginningo

reader in understanding the relationship among words in
increasingly complex units, and consequently, bring more
comprehensive meaning to his reading.

The series differ in their selection of vocabulary
type and load in relation to their respective approaches to

1
Cushenbery, Reading Improvem~nt, p. 60.
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decoding and linguistic emphases. In general, they use two
ways to develop a wide vocabulary; namely, rely heavily on
learning the words in a meaningful context, and apply
phoneme-grapheme generalizations. The real difference depends
on l~hich of these two methods receives the greater emphasis
in each series. This, too, determines the type of vocabulary
presented and the amount. Hildreth's

study of a school beginner's progress in learning wordssupports the view that the oral language with whichchildren are familiar provides the basis for theirlearning to recognize words. Words more often used bythe individual in speaking are normally easier to reoallin pr1nt. 1

staiger believes

the expectation of pupil accomplishment in initialreading instruction probably should be raised. Programswhich introduced words at a more rapid rate have tendedto produce pupils with superior word recognitionabilities at the end of first grade. Children todaytend to be better equipped for reading i~struction whenthey enter first grade than they were some years ago,and they are probably prepared to learn more words anddevelop more mature study skills than are currentlyexpected of them in many programs. 2

Conclusion

Due to the fact that children learn at different rates
and have varied language, culture, and experentlal ba.ckgrounds,
it is difficult to find a reading program suitable to meet
the needs and abilities of all pupils. Hopefully, the contents

1
Hildreth, "Linguistic Factors," p.·1SO.

2
Staiger, ftBasal Reader Programs," pp. 291-92.
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of this paper will furnish beneficial and practical 1nformation

concerning the essentials of vocabulary development; and also

guide teachers in choosing the appropriate decoding program

best suited for the specific individual and group needs of

students. Research has sho~m that

a close relationship exists betl-leen knowledge of vl0rd
meanings and reading achievement, and that direct methods ·
of teaching vocabulary, where the teacher plans for and
reinforces the learning of words in context, give pupils
greater command of vocabulary than do methods which depend
upon incidental learnings only.l .

Yet, it 1s the opinion of this writer that the most

important emphasis must be placed on the teacher--not just

on the particular program. The teacher holds the key· which

can unlook for the students the best in any vocabulary

development program.

1
1~Iarguer1te B. Bougere, "Vocabulary Development in

the Primary Grades,tI in Forging Ahead in Reading, ed. by
J. Allen Figurel (Nel-1Srk, Delav-lare: Interna.tional Reading
Association, 1968), 75.



APPENDIX

GUIDELINES FOR EXAMINATION OF VOCABULARY

The Apnroach, or Nethod, Used to Develop
The Vocabulary. in Each Series

1. The emphasis on decoding in each program

2. The systematic use of multiple word-attack skills, such
as, sound-symbol knowledge, word structure clues,
and context clues

3. The incorporation of modern linguistic principles into
the word-service 'program

4. The development of vocabulary in natural language patterns

The Type of Vocabulary Used in Each Series
(The major criterion for selecting words)

1. The classification of words to aid children In decoding
independently

2. The utilization of basic vocabulary in the language,
based on frequency in use

J. The vocabulary based on regular phoneme-grapheme
relationships

The Amount of Words Introduced in Each Series

1. The progressive increase of words from one level to
the next

2. The gradual presentation and ..suff1c1ent repetition of
words to assure learning

39
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